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The modern approach to the scientific exploration of intelligent life in the universe was pioneered in the early 1960s
by Frank Drake and Carl Sagan in the US (1) and by Schklovskii and others in the USSR (2). It was based on a
recapitulation of the physical parameters of astrophysics (primarily, planetary astrophysics based on our own solar
system) and on extrapolations from our understanding of the biological structures (brains) that support
consciousness. This resulted in the famous "Drake Equation" (3). It broadly assumed that the extant of civilizations
where conscious, intelligent, life could be found would be proportional to the number of stellar systems, to the
number of planets actually supporting “life” where such consciousness evolved, to the percentage of conscious
entities on such worlds reaching a stage of intelligence recognizable as such (to us), to the percentage having
developed means of interstellar communication (or generation of detectable electronic or other signals), and to the
expected duration of such races’ existence in a form that transmitted a recognizable signal.
With the passage of time the initial technology used in the search, namely individual radio telescopes and (later)
large arrays of antennas, has been broadened somewhat with optical tools (4) but the main thrust has remained –
based largely on attempts to detect faint, patterned, electromagnetic signals suggestive of intelligent communication
as we know it on this planet.
In this paper, we draw lessons from the non-detection of such recognizable electromagnetic signals despite more
than a half-century of sustained effort. We propose to broaden the scope of the Drake equation parameters by
leveraging recently-discovered facts about forms of life, consciousness, and potential communication modes that
the founders of SETI didn't have at their disposal in the initial decades. We also support the concept of an expanded
EM search in less noisy environments.
We consider these opportunities in three areas: First, extensions of the terms of Drake's equation; second,
a widening of focus taking into account current concepts of modern biology, and AI, that have a bearing on
consciousness, hence on intelligence and available modes of communication, and third, broadening the concept of
signaling by considering modalities to include quantum information, direct interaction with consciousness, and
examining how reliable observations of anomalous phenomena in the earth's atmosphere and nearby environs might
be currently suggestive of potential communication by non-human intelligences.

1. A revised Drake Equation and the expectations of extraterrestrial intelligence
It was logical and appropriate for SETI to start from "life as we know it" as it has developed on Earth, and to assume
that similar conditions elsewhere in the universe would produce outcomes that resulted in autonomous beings
capable of intelligent communication through technology.
Two questions arise immediately, based on the experience of the last 60 years: Aside from searching for the
conditions of life as we know it, and of intelligence directly derived from such life, couldn't we pose the problem
in the form of a search for consciousness? If we assume that consciousness may not always be attached to a body
in the material, biological sense as we currently understand it, how could the parameters in Drake's equation be
revised? Similarly, we could realize that each advance in humanity’s long-range communication systems has had a
short half-life (lighted fires, telegraph, telephone, radio waves, fiber optics, and terahertz waves to name a few).
The common mode amongst these is electromagnetic waves. While it is the primary medium of current human
communications, it is “slow” at interplanetary distances and perhaps moot at a cosmic scale -- wherein a civilization
might transcend understanding or disappear in the time frames between “Hello” and “Yes, who’s calling?”
What we today consider to be advanced communication is certainly an artifact of our burgeoning, but still limited,
knowledge of physics, biology, and what in fact constitutes a receptive consciousness that works with technologies
similar to our current standard. In addition, much of SETI assumes a civilization that is actively looking to be
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found, or unconcerned about detection (They never got the memo from Stephen Hawking). To the extent that
distance dilutes the strength of a communication signal, can certain terms of the Drake Equation be refined using a
determined radius near our stellar neighborhood that is most likely to contain civilized intelligences, and which are
aware that nearby intelligences might detect them? One of us proposed a stochastic approach to this as early as 1965
(5) and it was further quantified by Maccone in 2009, with a calculated optimum distance of 2000 light years (6).
Is this metric still valid today or are new assumptions needed?
Given this, the question of the appropriate detection technologies naturally arises. Radio signaling in today's
computer networks (or fiber optics) would not have been detectable with the best electronic equipment in the 1960s
(7), so what does that say of a truly advanced civilization that might be 10s of thousands or millions of years older
than our own? Are there novel forms of "signal" we could monitor by studying other physical properties by which
the universe is currently known to operate (8)? Is electromagnetics the only form of communication? Have we
considered quantum signaling approaches amongst our signaling modalities? Even remaining with
electromagnetics, as a first step we strongly support the idea of relocating the search to an array of small, automated
antennas sited on the far side of the Moon, where human-originated EM noise will not be a factor.

2. Modern biology and advanced AI suggest needed extensions of the model
At the time when the SETI model was initiated the common scientific definition of life was a narrow one. Some
forms of life on Earth had not yet been discovered, such as archaea (9), the extremophiles known to survive in harsh
conditions close to underwater volcanoes (10), or algae that thrive on ice. These examples alone would suggest that
creatures could evolve in conditions very different from those anticipated by Drake et al. If we also consider the
progress of AI (11) and of the interface between biology and electronics (12), the model could even include
civilizations that have transferred their consciousness and their ability to communicate to physical substrates such
as plasmas or solid state systems capable of operating at temperatures, pressures, and other environmental
conditions far above and below the ranges permissible for carbon-based life. In such form they might have migrated
far from their “birth” star and a classical search would fail to find them. We focus on stars—but are the vast reaches
of intergalactic space or inter-supercluster volumes being ignored?
Because it is hard to imagine all possible life forms, and given the short time that life and consciousness have been
scientifically studied (less than one century), it would be prudent not to rule out possibilities that may appear
unfashionable. Life may thrive underground and in space, near and far from planets and stars, and under conditions
we may now consider prohibitive (13). With the newly essential understandings of quantum physics and quantum
information, are “biological brains” the only place consciousness could have evolved?
To this point, new models for the evolution of consciousness and matter are under study (14) that suggest novel
possibilities to interpret the nature of reality and which are at odds with a materialistic worldview. This includes the
possibility of other forms of communication or contact with alien intelligences that are considered “science fiction”
by mainstream science, yet have an extraordinary history of anecdotal evidence. We are speaking of everything
from telepathy, empathy, remote viewing, and out of body experiences that may be pointing towards channels of
communications beyond what electromagnetic waves can reveal.
Before dismissing such ideas, we need keep in mind that all sensory apparatus our consciousness employs to
interpret our immediate universe relies upon electromagnetic waves which propagate as quantum fields. Our
sensory apparatus operates in that quantum reality. We perceive quantum information and construct our internal
“animal” view of reality—but are we perceiving all information fields enfolding us? Are we consciously aware of
everything we are perceiving? Animals, and now humans, are recently understood to perceive magnetic fields. The
proteins in our brain that form our neurons sit in a quantum mix where information is transferred in still
unfathomable manners. Are those proteins and biologicals completely blind to all forms of information passing
through them?
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3. Anomalous signals provide an opportunity to test novel hypotheses
Throughout its history, SETI has considered a signal to be a patterned light pulse or electromagnetic wave that
displays intelligent formation or information content. Animals, and humans, signal to each other through emotions,
body language, sound, intent, and numerous social cues. Presumably, a non-human civilization would have evolved
complex modes of standard interaction. A civilization experienced at inter-species communication would either
have to tailor communication to each new species it expects to contact, or might have a common mode for such
interaction. So, what really constitutes a signal?
Over the last 60 years progress has been made in the study of anomalous objects reported in the atmosphere and
beyond by competent observers, both civilian and military, in all countries. Although the subject has been
controversial, several serious groups have been formed to screen and analyze observations from the public (15) and
the special files of aviation reports (16). These observations may not be directly relevant to "detection" of a nonhuman intelligence, but they provide a ready-made test bed for the improvement of the methodology and its
extension to forms of consciousness that might have already traveled to our solar system. Many intriguing, yet
reliable astronomical observations from the 18th and 19th century tend to confirm this possibility (17). If we remove
a potentially strong signal from the table of consideration, i.e. something that is somehow “directly” signaling to
our consciousness today, are we blinding ourselves to the “wow” signal for which we’ve been searching? Have we
defined the solution so narrowly that when it knocks on our door we refuse to see it for what it is?
Is the appearance of a clearly non-terrestrial anomaly in the sky a signal? Religions have long used signs in the sky
to indicate that “God” or the supernatural is signaling intent. Does the Drake equation, for SETI, implicitly assume
the signal is intended, or is simply a “leaked” signal that we pick up as bystanders? If the signal is intended, might
it come via other modes of visualization or physical manifestations deployed via technologies we have yet to
understand (18, 19)?
Further, mainstream physicists currently and reasonably argue quantum realities, multiverse concepts, “warp”
drives, the universe as a simulation… yet the Drake equation (and SETI) takes these considerations off the table. If
there is more than one universe, each with different timelines and potentially different rules of physics, might they
be able to signal us at a subconscious level, while we have not yet learned how to understand what we are receiving?
Given the theoretical framework for faster than light travel, it is not inconceivable to consider the “signal” to be
what people have claimed to see for millennia. In other words, do aliens being “here” have to involve landing on
the White House lawn? Is our concept of what is an alien structured too much by Hollywood?
It was not long ago that airplanes, travel to the moon, and even nuclear power were considered ridiculous. Do
reasonable scientists take evidence off the table if it cannot be explained, or when it doesn’t fit a preconceived
model? It’s fine to have models and Occam’s razor. But they are not universal truths, and history proves that
discovery happens when anomalies are not ignored.
Conclusion:
A multidisciplinary Virtual Institute for SETI would be presented with a rich and varied range of research
opportunities. Drake's equation and the SETI program in general have often been criticized by mainstream science
for the conjectural nature of the values ascribed to the various parameters. The response to such criticism lies in
part in reframed definitions of the object of the search itself, taking into account the most recent discoveries in
relevant, expanded disciplines of science and consciousness. We therefore propose (1) an extension of SETI
research in the direction of better technology away from human-generated noise, (2) a more liberal assessment of
what an intelligent alien “signal” could be and (3) targeting areas of the cosmos that were not previously thought to
harbor life.
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